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Self-love



Put an act of self-

love on your to-do

list or weekly

calendar, each

day.
A bath, face mask,

meditation, yoga,

reading a chapter

of a book, a

podcast episode

or a Netflix show!

Self-love can

consist of

reflecting on what

has made you

happy in the past

few months and

what were you

doing to achieve

that?



Motivation



Less is more, don't

overdo it! Plan

your day and set

3-5 tasks for

yourself!

Reward yourself

with something

delicious or online

shopping!
Play some funky

music, have a

zoom dance party

with your girls &

play a drinking

game!



Anxiety/
Stress



Ensure you have

time in the

morning or before

bed to go through

mindfulness

exercises! Put your thoughts

onto paper and

plan out your

week. Take it step

by step to achieve

your goals!

Reach out to your

colleagues,

manager, or friends

for guidance and

support! Maybe

you need to offload

a few tasks onto

another! 



Mental
Health



Focus on what is

in your control

(your morning

routine, what you

wear, the music

you play, the food

you cook... the

little things)

Embrace your

thoughts and

feelings, keep a

journal and see

what you are

doing differently

when you are in a

more positive

mood!

Get into your body

through exercise,

stretches or

engaging in each

task slowly and

patiently!



Resilience



Look at a past

experience when

you felt this way

and write out the

details of what

happened and

how it made you

feel from 1-10. 

Write what you did

to overcome that

past experience

and how it made

you feel from 1-10

once you were

able to manage/

overcome it. 

Think about how

you can apply

your resilient

actions in the past

to the present

thoughts or

experiences! 



Pleasure



Purchase a

vibrator and enjoy

a night to yourself

with sensual

music and a glass

of wine!
Enjoy a candlelit

movie night in bed

with a bowl of ice

cream and a face

mask! What better

way to satisfy your

tummy and your

mind?

Plan a romantic

surprise evening

for you and your

partner in person

or over zoom to

spice things up,

consensual of

course!



Relationships



Plan a week of fun

activities with your

girlfriends, family

or partner! Each

person plans

something

different to make

it a surprise!

Meet up with your

friends for a walk,

coffee or a zoom

date! Whether it

be eating

together, having a

drink or watching

a movie, make

sure to connect!

Know when to say

no and set

boundaries! It is

okay if you don't

feel like seeing or

speaking to

people! Just make

sure this isn't

prolonged!


